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Wyndham Grand Orlando
Resort at Bonnet Creek
Orlando, Florida
At the heart of Orlando’s Walt Disney Resort area is
an upscale 400-room resort welcoming guests with
amenities such as a luxurious spa and specialty
restaurants that all include excellent views of the
nighttime Disney fireworks. But despite its prime
location, this is not a Disney hotel; it’s the Wyndham
Grand Orlando Resort at Bonnet Creek—the final
phase of the HHCP award-winning Wyndham Bonnet Creek Resort development.
The 400 lakeside rooms and suites include 84 special units that sleep six and feature bunk beds for
the kids. In addition to the resort’s extensive pool
amenities, the resort’s Blue Harmony Spa offers a
full menu of body and water therapies, rejuvenating
skincare and soothing massages. For a different sort
of “menu,” the complex includes three restaurants:
deep blue seafood grille, Tesoro Cove and Back Bay
Bar and Grill. The hotel also features full conference
facilities and is conveniently located adjacent to the
Bonnet Creek Golf Course and Tennis Club.
If the Wyndham Grand Orlando Resort at Bonnet
Creek makes every guest feel a little younger, it won’t
be by accident; the 13-story hotel is themed around
the search for the legendary Fountain of Youth. Observant guests will find clues to the iconic fountain’s
location concealed around the hotel, with compass
designs integrated into the mosaic tiles, along with
other unique features that direct guests onto the
path of discovery.
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Aqua Bay Jia Ling Riviera
Huilai, China
The newly created Aqua Bay resort brand establishes a
multifaceted tourism resort destination incorporating a
unique residential resort lifestyle, which simultaneously
provides a new lifestyle dimension for the surrounding
resident population. This is the first of two planned destination developments in China incorporating the HHCP
developed Aqua Bay brand.
The heart of what makes Aqua Bay unique is its themed
focus on “water” for all recreation and entertainment, as
well as providing its design influence relating to both the
landscape and building features. Aqua Bay establishes
the brand identity for a premium destination development
recognized for its distinctive guest experiences, quality
lifestyle and sensitivity to the environment, as well as
sustainability and excellence in design.
Bordering two sides of the Jia Ling River with a small
recreation island set in between, Aqua Bay’s three sites
allow the master plan to be divided into distinct activity
areas. The 7,264 mu Aqua Bay Residential Resort core
is the largest land zone and features a resort community
with two functioning activity areas - the leisure and living
areas. These two distinctive areas can be proportioned
to support a phased development strategy for subsequent
growth, while focusing on both of the associated markets.
Although this is the largest of the three zones and the
heart of the overall development, the Aqua Bay Residential Resort core will feature the lowest density of built area
and the most significant amount of natural landscape.
The 126 mu Riviera Island is the smallest of the three land
zones and although cannot be developed for sale, the
island will become a single focused tourism attraction
known as the Jia Ling River Exploration Park. The 2,000
mu Ports of Riviera (the crescent coast) will feature the
high activity gateways for guests’ experiences and will
be the primary riverfront destination. The Ports of Riviera
will be the tourist hub and will include a marina port,
entertainment port, amusement port, shopping port and
a 3-star and 5-star hotel.
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Hawaiian Shores
Huilai, China
This Aqua Bay development stretches along the
beautiful Huilai seacoast of China. Called the Hawaiian Shores Resort, it is destined to become
a prominent seaside resort focusing on regional
tourism and the second home market. Consuming
10,000 mu of land and cradled between mountains,
an 18-hole golf course and the ocean, Hawaiian
Shores is an ideal location for visitors, residents
and vacation home owners to enjoy the exotic and
beautiful atmosphere.
The formulation of the Hawaiian Shores’ land use
plan is an integration of form and function. Utilizing
the fresh water river path as the central planning
element, the river will be reconfigured to become
a themed iconic land form in the shape of a giant
Sailfish. The Sailfish is a highly prized game fish
renowned for its incredible jumps and speed and is
the ultimate prize catch for sport fishermen around
the world. It is both a local fish and a dominant fish in
Hawaii and Southeast Asia, thus becoming an ideal
identity feature for this tropical seaside community.
At a length of nearly three kilometers, this massive landform dominates the master plan’s identity
and facilitates the marina residential components
consisting of waterfront homes, parks and services
within this nautical community. All these components are carefully planned around the protected
indigenous village areas, enabling the majority of the
local population to remain in their current locations
while realizing the commercial benefits of an adjacent
residential resort development. The Sailfish form
provides the project with a unique character and
signature shape establishing its logo and identity
similar to HHCP’s Palm Project in Dubai.

翡翠湾
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Yap Island
Federated States of Micronesia
Like the crafted baskets woven by the Yapese
people, where every strand is interconnected to
establish a unified strength that together generates
a new purpose and value, so must the master plan
of Yap Island’s future goals be woven together to
create a new future of sustainable development.
Tapping into the rich culture of Yap Island, the intent
of the HHCP master plan is to establish a new worldclass tropical island destination that protects the
island’s natural beauty and valued heritage while
meaningfully enhancing the Yapese people’s lifestyle.
Yap Island will become the future hub for the ultimate
development of the 138 Yap State islands, creating
a new network of eco-tourism.
The 102 square kilometer master plan is divided into
six districts: Island Community Core, Forest Ridge
Community, Vacation Community Core, Coral Bay
Resorts, West Bay Community and South Point,
plus the airport area. Each district is based on its
natural site conditions and provides a distinctive
planning concept, identity and functionality. Together these districts unify the comprehensive vision
of the Yap Island master plan by their diversity of
function and interrelated strengths. This establishes
a balanced overall master plan that protects the
sensitive ecosystem and local culture, while becoming a desirable tropic island destination for the long
term prosperity of Yap Island.
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King’s Lake
Shenyang, China
The impressive grandeur of King’s Lake is clearly
rooted in spectacular European traditions. The richness of the project’s overall architectural style and
atmosphere is inspired by the great European
castles and gardens.
The overall construction is broken down into three
phases and European regions: Phase I (shown here)
reflecting the fantasy of German castle influences;
Phase II representing the romance of the grand
estates and manors of England and France; and
Phase III celebrating the eco-sensitive progression
of euro-contemporary designs with Italian and Danish influences. Although each home’s dramatic
architectural features will evoke an era in time, all
homes are designed to cater to modern living at its
best with four home types including single family
estates, courtyard homes, townhouses and cluster
homes, ranging from 1,937 SF (180 m2) to an expansive 8,611 SF (800 m2).
The master plan strives to commemorate the natural beauty of Europe with its cascading streams,
tranquil ponds, colorful flowers, stately trees and
scenic views. Nature is timeless and therefore a
strong emphasis on naturalistic landscape features
will ensure a continuity of scenic splendor woven
throughout all phases, regardless of the timeframe
of architectural design. Integrating lifestyle with
landscape is carefully planned with parks, pedestrian paths, gazebos and bridge decks for quiet
reflection, gathering gardens and courtyards for
social interaction and an extensive lakeside promenade and island for community recreation.
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Embassy Suites Orlando
at Lake Buena Vista South
Orlando, Florida
The Embassy Suites in Orlando at Lake Buena
Vista South is an 11-story, 300-room atrium hotel,
including 40,000 SF of convention space with over
5,000 SF of meeting rooms. Also included is a
14,800 SF ballroom, a 4,900 SF junior ballroom, an
upscale atrium restaurant with a themed bar and a
lobby lounge. Additional amenities include a resortstyle outdoor pool area, business center, fitness
center, tennis and basketball courts, playground,
laundry facilities and a cooked-to-order complimentary breakfast area. The Embassy Suites Hotel at
Lake Buena Vista South is HHCP’s third hotel project for the prominent Sierra Land Group.
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“This is our first new hotel development in recent
years,” commented Sierra Land Group Vice President Eric Rosenbaum, “and we are fortunate to be
working with HHCP again. Their excellent leadership,
incredible talent, deep knowledge of hospitality and
team experience has made this process a smooth
one.” He further noted, “Sierra Land’s properties
have historically been independent, and we are
pleased to be working with Hilton on this venture.”
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